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Abstract: - This paper describes the results from a simulation of burners that have been used at thermal
power plant. In. In this investigation simulation have been done by Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD).
these boilers have high heating potential and a specific complexity because of their requirements to high
thermal . One of very important problems is the proper adjustment of combustion air and its distribution in
different channel for entrance to the furnace. Non adjustment ratio of air entrance from different burner
channels (primary, secondary , …) in some burners of this power plant resulting in unacceptable damages.
Final purpose of this simulation is the effect of each adjustment on the shape and location of flame
configuration and ultimately combustion state. To analysis this problem there are different practical and
analytical methods, but with respect to complexity of mentioned burner, classical methods do not have
potential of detailed analysis for this problem and ultimately have not capability of desirable presentation of
results. Therefore, these burners are analyzed by using CFD methods. Although this problem has been
solved adopting oil and natural gas fuels, but the sake of abbreviation in this paper, only the results of burner
simulation in the state of the use of natural gas has been presented.
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combustion nozzles, if necessary; and also
cleaning different channels of burner from
sedimentary products of combustion and
ultimately adjusting different directions related to
the flow of combustion air. Without careful
adjustment of passing air from each channel, the
combustion state, location and configuration of
flame become disordered and finally we will have
unacceptable damages in different parts of boilers.
This paper, firstly, presents the effect of these
adjustments on combustion manner and the effect
of flame state on burners at Shazand thermal
power plant in Arak by using CFD methods.
Secondly, it presents the probable damages
resulting from these disorders in system.

1 Introduction
One of the very important problems in designing
and also the exploitation of power plant is the
optimum designation of burners before its
manufacture and doing pertinent adjustment while
operating. Without doing these processes properly
in steam power plant, the burners cannot provide
the heating potential of the power plant, on the
other hand it causes main damages in different
stages of boilers. Because of this and in order to
provide the best condition for burners; increase the
efficiency of combustion and finally increase the
efficiency of boilers in steam power plants,
exploitation personnel adjust and repair burners
carefully in every step of the periodical and
overhauls. This affair contains different processes
such as safety inspection and replacement of
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2 General Introductions to Boiler
Structure and the Arrangements of
Burners in Boiler
At Shazand thermal power plant four water tube
boilers are used in order to provide the desired
superheat steam for turbines. The thermal power
of each of these boilers, provided by twenty-four
burners, is 325MW. The arrangement of these
burners is like that of opposite burners. The main
quality of these burners is that their angle cannot
be changed (tilting) in order to control the
temperature of reheat and superheat steam.
Furthermore when the flame of each of these
burners reaches the flame of the opposing burner it
goes up and as a result provides the power of
upper stages. In the following figure 1 we have a
general view of the arrangement of burners on one
side of the boiler. These burners are arranged on
two front and rear sides of boiler (3rows and 4
columns).

Fig.2 General View of Boiler

3 Introducing Burner and Its Different
Parts
The burners used in this power plant are dual fuel
(oil and natural gas) fuels in order to provide the
heating potential of boiler in different loading
processes. It also uses two kinds of minor gas oil
and natural gas fuels in order to be used in minor
warm up burners. The main container of burner is
the place from which the main fuel of burner is
sprinkled. Another burner, which is outside the
burner structure, sprinkles minor gas oil and
natural fuels into furnace. Warm up burner is very
small in comparison with main burner and its
usage is restricted by the exact time of boiler
heating, as well as the cases in which boiler
extinguishes temporarily.

Fig.1 General Arrangement of Burners
While working in full load, twenty-three burners
work and one burner remains in standby condition.
Having radiated heat to water wall, the combustion
products of burner are directed toward reheaters
and super heaters and in different processes they
provide the requisite heating potential of these
sections by radiation and convection. In lower
stages this power is mostly provided by radiation
and in upper stages by convection. Therefore the
area of section of the passing channel of boiler
becomes narrow in order to increase the
combustion products and consequently the
coefficient of convection.

Fig.3 General View of Burner and Warm up
Burner
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way the formation of concentrated and too hot
flame in one region and consequently the
formation of poisoning gases (of Nox family) are
prevented.

The simulated burner is the section placed in main
container of burner and sprinkles main fuel and
combustion air into furnace. The heavy mazut by
mazut gun in the center of the burner and the
natural gas fuel by eight lateral gas nozzles are
directed into combustion room. Fuel sprinkling
system has been equipped with swirl pressure
atomizer and with aid of evaporator.
Natural gas fuel does not an injection fuel system.
It enters the main header of gas behind the burner
and from there enters eight straight pipes directly.
Therefore natural gas fuel without any main
changes and via channels of gas entrance is
directed into power plant and in ambient
temperature is directed into the furnace where it
compounds with combustion air. The requisite air
for combustion is directed into furnace by two
main channels and one minor channel. Between 15
to 20 percent of the whole amount of combustion
air by primary air channel; between 70 to 80
percent of air by secondary air channel and less
than 5 percent of the air by stepped air channel are
directed into combustion room. The primary air
enters from central part of burner and the distance
between gas nozzles. The secondary air is out of
the whole container of nozzles while stepped air
channel is out of the burner structure in a farther
distance from the center of the burner.

4
Theoretical
and
Equations of Combustion

Practical

Because of the important role of combustion
chemical reaction in this simulation, first we take a
look on dominant reactions of combustion and
present the existing compounds in natural gas of
“national gas grid of Iran”
According to the results of experiment tried on
channel of gas entering at Shanzand power plant,
the compounds of this fuel are as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

component

results

N2
CO2
C1
C2
C3
IC4
NC4
IC5
NC5
C5

5.0 %
0.2 %
88.0 %
4.5%
1.48%
0.24%
0.35%
0.11%
0.07%
0.05%
100%

Table 1 chemical composition of natural gas inters
to power plant
By omitting those compounds with very low mass
percent and ineffective for combustion it is
possible to write the theoretical equations for
natural gas combustion with the air of requisite
theory.
3.813
)(O2 + 3.76 N 2 ) →
4
3.813
3.813
CO2 +
H 2O + 3.76(1 +
) N2
2
4
(1) CH 3.813 + (1 +

Fig.4 Structure of Burner and Air Channels
Stabilizer is improvised on entrance channel of
primary air . Stabilizer provides swirl on primary
air and consequently makes fuel and air compound
better with opposite burner.
Along the secondary air channel some curtains are
improvised in order to provide swirl on secondary
air. The swirl causes the exertion of centrifugal
force on the main combustion air secondary air)
and ultimately it causes the flame to spread (the
expansion of flame in a radial elongation). In this

But practically, the fuel and air do not compound
with each other completely. Therefore in order to
provide the combustion air and perform the
optimum combustion and complete consumption
of fuel, excess air is necessary. With the
assumption of 8 percent for excess air, requisite in
the combustion of natural gas, the following
equations for practical combustion in furnace can
be written:
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(2) CH 3.813 + (1 + 0.08)(1 +
CO2 +

3.813
)(O2 + 3.76 N 2 ) →
4

3.813
H 2O + 0.195O2 + 8.08 N 2
2

On one hand, using excess air causes complete
combustion and on the other hand, this percentage
(8%) of excess air makes flame and the products
of combustion cold. Furthermore the excessive
presence of oxygen in combustion products can
cause oxygen corrosion in upper stages of boiler
(because of high property of oxidization)

5 Using Software ‘Prepdf’
Combustion in ‘Fluent’

Fig.6 Ratio of the Compound of Combustion
Besides, for prevention of excessive complication
of numerical solution in ‘Fluent’, the paddle of
stabilizer and secondary air are not designed in
‘solid works’ and the effect of swirl is applied on
entrance boundaries analytically.

For

The software ‘Fluent’ uses pre-processor ‘prepdf’
to perform related calculations to combustion. In
order to perform combustion calculations this preprocessor uses analytical combustion software
known as ‘chemkin’.
We can introduce all compounds related to
combustion and requisite air in ‘prepdf’.
This software first performs the calculations
related to adiabatic combustion and then by using
the results of this process, those calculations
related to real combustion (non-adiabatic
combustion is performed. In this software the
maximum and minimum temperature of the flame
is calculated according to the ratio of the
compound of combustion and air.
In figures No.5 and 6 we have two diagrams
showing the distribution of exit gas of ‘prepdf’
related to natural gas combustion (by applying all
compounds) in reaction with ordinary air (as an
oxidizer).

6 Using Pre-Processor ‘Gambit’ to
Produce Grid
In order to do numerical solution, the
determination of Grid on solution scope is
necessary; to produce such a grid the software uses
pre-processor ‘Gambit’. After producing bulk
geometry in software (solid works) one outlet
known as format ‘IGES’ enters the software
Gambit. In gambit first a grid of suitable
dimensions and 3-dimensional elements is
produced on solution scope and after that
boundary conditions (walls, inlets, outlets,
periodic conditions …) are determined. Ultimately
we will have the output of this software as format
‘MSH’ (indicator of ‘MESH’) for software
‘Fluent’. This file will be loaded as primary case
in ‘Fluent’.

Fig.5 Distribution of Gas Temperature
Fig.7 View of Combustion Chamber
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8.1 Requisite Condition for the Entrance of
Gas into Nozzle.
Volume

flow

of

burner = 0.794 Nm

entring

gas

to

each

3

s

Vouminal flow of entrance gas into each nozzle
with the assumption of entrance natural gas
relative density in the temperature of 15◦C.
•

ρ = 0.767 → m = 0.0761 Kg s
The temperature of entrance gas = 288.15o K
Fig.8 View of Gas Burners
8.2 Requisite Condition for the Entrance of
Air into Burner.

7 Introducing the Problem and
Performing Incipient Adjustment in
‘Fluent’

Because the step air channel is closed in a large
number of burners (as it has no effect on
combustion and formation of gases of Nox
family), it is assumed that the whole amount of
combustion air, with adjustment of primary air of
stabilizer and between different nozzles, enters the
combustion room through two primary and
secondary channels as follows:

In order to perform an appropriate numerical
solution a 3-dimensional segregated solver with
ordinary precision in steady state is used.
After reading the grid in software ‘Fluent’ with
format ‘msh’ and as primary case file, solution
adjustment on this file is done. Before that and in
order to perform the combustion energy equations
are activated. After that the radioactive mode P1 is
activated and ultimately in order to introduce the
kind of combustion and consumption fuel, the
non-premixed combustion option is activated.

The temperature of entrance air = 540o K
Volume
flow of entrance air to
burner = 20.171 m

8 Determination of
Condition in ‘Fluent’

s

Total mass flow of burner= = 23.43

In order to simulate turbulence in the problem, the
disordered model K- 3 is activated in related
panel. After applying the permissible heat to
‘Fluent’ (for acceleration of convergence) the
primary adjustment of solution is done and
boundary condition can be introduced to the
software. The extent of the introduced temperature
to ‘Fluent’ is between “273-3273” Kelvin degrees.

each

3

Kg
s

(With the assumption that the air density in this
temperature is 1.1614)
For

•
1 burner ⇒ m = 23.43 = 2.93 Kg
8
s
8

simulated part)
The primary air is divided into 2 parts:
1. Exit channel of stabilizer
2. Exit channel among nozzles

Boundary

In ‘Fluent’ it is possible to consider different
boundary conditions for solution scope. These
conditions consist of walls heat condition,
symmetry boundary determination, inlets, outlets
…
Because of high significance of inlets and outlets
in combustion simulation, only the adjustments of
inlets and outlets of combustion container are
introduced.
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Fig.9 Path Line of Gas

Exit primary air of stabilizer = 0.3393

Kg
s

Exit primary air from among nozzles
= 0.2464 Kg
s

Fig.10 Flame of Gas

8.2.1 FIRST ASSUMPTION=>
Secondary air = 2.737 Kg

Fig.13 Location of Flame (Exit primary air of

s

Kg
Exit primary air of stabilizer = 0.193

stabilizer = 0.5857

s

s

)

THIRD ASSUMPTION=>

Exit primary air among nozzles

= 0.0 Kg

Kg

Secondary air = 1.73

s

Kg
s

Exit primary air of stabilizer = 0.8

Kg
s

Exit primary air from among nozzles = 0.4

Kg
s

Fig.11 Location of Flame (Exit primary air of
stabilizer = 0.193

Kg
s

)

Fig.14 Location of Flame (Exit primary air of
stabilizer = 1.2

Kg
s

)

In order to apply the effect of the paddles of
stabilizer and secondary channel it is assumed that
the angle of airflow made by paddle is 45ºC. We
enter this angle in entrance channel of stabilizer air
and secondary channel as inlet flow.

9 Outlet Condition of Combustion
Container

Fig.12 Location of Flame (Exit primary air of
stabilizer = 0.193

Kg
s

)

Because the pressure of boiler furnace is definite,
exit boundary of combustion container is
introduced as pressure outlet with gage pressure
4500Pa. In order to perform periodic solution, 2
lateral boundaries of combustion container are
introduced as periodic surface.

SECOND ASSUMPTION=>
Secondary air = 2.3443

Kg
s
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10
Performing
Solution
Observing Outlet Results

and

After doing solution adjustment, we should adjust
the times of solution iteration and wait until the
solution residuals converge. Convergent is done in
the equation of energy and radiation, if the error is
10 (-6) and for the rest of equations if the error is
10 (-3).
After inspecting the independence of results on the
numbers of elements, the distribution of heat on a
part of the combustion container should be
controlled, for this purpose the average
temperature of some crossing sheets, as monitor, is
inspected and after the stability of this
temperature, solution is stopped.
The results of the convergence of solutions are the
distribution of heat on a sheet perpendicular to gas
nozzles and periodic sheets. We can also inspect
the formation and location of flame and its
possibility to return.

Fig.15 Damaged Burner of Power Plant
With careful adjustment of air ratios for each
burner, we can not only provide proper
combustion in boiler but also prevent burn and
subsequent damages of flame withdrawal and its
clash with burner.
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